Platinum 6000™
Quick Reference Guide

Current
This is the international keypad with current color applied.

For Rev. 2 keypad, see Part No. 27650013

Sizewise®
Designed to heal
Keypad Controls

- **Power/Standby:** Power On (Green LED); Standby (Amber LED)
- **Mode:** Select between Therapy Modes
- **Autofirm:** max inflate for transferring patient
- **Alternation Therapy**
- **Alternation Therapy with Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss**
- **Immersion Therapy with Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss**
- **Immersion Therapy**
- **Cycle Time:** for Alternation Therapy only
- **Alarm Silence:** press to reset alarms
- **Power Fail Warning**
- **Low Pressure Warning**
- **Lock/Unlock**
Operating Instructions

1. Press and hold 🔄. Green LED indicates pump is on; Amber LED indicates standby mode.

2. Press ⬅️ until ⬆️ is selected to autofirm surface; transfer patient to surface.

Setting Therapy Mode

1. Use ⬅️ to select Therapy Mode.

- Alternation Therapy (no Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss)
- Alternation Therapy with Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss
- Immersion Therapy with Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss
- Immersion Therapy (no Microclimate Management/Low Air Loss)

2. Alternation mode requires a 5, 10, or 15 min. cycle. Use ⏰ to adjust.
To customize the mattress for your patient, follow these three steps:

**Patient Height:** Select and use ![down][up] until patient’s height is shown on display.

**Patient Weight:** Select and use ![down][up] until patient’s weight is shown on display.

**Comfort Settings:** Select to override auto pressure settings. Use ![down][up] to adjust surface’s firmness (15mmHg to 50mmHg).
Changing Units of Measurement

The pump’s default settings are in standard units.

**Change to Metric Units:**

1. Put the pump in standby by pressing (power icon).
2. Press and hold (lady symbol) and (alarm symbol). Keep buttons depressed until all lights flash and you hear six beeps.
3. Cancel alarm by pressing (bell icon).
4. Press (power icon) to turn on.

**Change to Standard Units:**

1. Put the pump in standby by pressing (power icon).
2. Press and hold (lady symbol) and (alarm symbol). Keep buttons depressed until all lights flash and you hear six beeps.
3. Cancel alarm by pressing (bell icon).
4. Press (power icon) to turn on.

*Note: A decimal point in the Patient Weight screen indicates metric units.*
CPR/Quick Deflation

1. Locate red CPR valve at head of mattress. Turn valve for quick air release.

2. Detach hoses from pump by pressing blue button and pulling connector from unit.

Patient Transport

To maintain inflation during transport:

1. Ensure CPR valve is in closed position.

2. Press to put pump in standby mode (amber LED).

3. If mattress is to be disconnected from pump, place Transport Cap over hose connections.

This card is not meant to replace product user manual. For complete manual, contact Sizewise.
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